Gold Family Graduate Fellowship Competition 2019

The Gold Family Graduate Fellowship recipients receive a summer stipend of $5,000 to pursue research related to their dissertation. Gold Family Fellows are chosen based on extraordinary academic promise. Candidates are eligible only if they have passed their qualifying exams and are at the beginning of their dissertation research.

A limited number of Gold Fellowships are available for summer.  
Deadline: Early March

The Hovel Summer Travel Award

The Hovel Summer Travel Award is for the completion of dissertation research or the study of German Language in order to complete the dissertation only. German language must play a part in the dissertation. This grant is not used for exploration purposes.

A limited number of stipends of up to $5,000 are available for continuing Ph.D. students to conduct research in Germany in summer.  
Deadline: Early March

USC Del Amo Foundation Research Fellowship

The Del Amo Foundation Research Fellowship supports research about the complex relationship between California and the West and Spain. Preference is given to students whose research about Spain and California connections, requires travel to Spain. This grant is not for travel to Spain to give conference papers about other topics.

A limited number of stipends of up to $5,000 are available for continuing Ph.D. students to conduct research and/or study in summer.  
Deadline: Early March